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I. INTRODUCTION The intereombination 2'P', -1'S, electric dipole transition of'the helium isoelectronic sequence has now been studied from two The purpose of this paper is to develop a. unified computational scheme which is valid over the entire range of nuclear charge. The scheme is based on the observation that correlation effects are essentially a low-Z phenomenon, while relativistic effects are essentially a high-Z phenomenon. A judicious combination of expansions in powers of Z ' and nZ is used, together with accurate nonrelativistic matrix elements and exact Dirac hydrogenic matrix elements. Since the states 2'P', and 2'P', become strongly coupled by the Breit interaction, we consider together the transitions 2'P; -1', and 2'P', -1'S,. ' The results for both transitions reproduce the most accurate nonrelativistic variational calculations in the limit of low Z, and they are close to the RRPA results in the limit of high Z. It 
f or the 2 Py 2 'I, ' subspace, and
for the ground state.
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G(r») =-, '(cosQ"", +cosQ, , ) (A5)
V"+ B = (e'/r")(1 -n,~n, ) cosQ"", .
and 0"".=E"". 
where E"", =E"-E", and V"operates only on the r» part of (A2). The matrix elements of the total two-body interaction, including the Coulomb repulsion, are (V»+B)", ", = (e'/r»)", ", +P", ", +P, ", , ". . (A3) For computational purposes Py 2 can be rewritten in a more convenient form. Since the P's in (Al) 
